Interstitial pneumonia with autoimmune features: a new classification still on the move
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In the past decade, the attention has been focused on the relationship between interstitial lung disease (ILD) and connective tissue diseases (CTDs). The clinical impact, as well as the therapeutic approach, classification and diagnosis have been addressed. These two latter items represent an area of great interest because the underlying conditions leading to ILD and the most appropriate treatment still needs to be defined. Recently, the European Respiratory Society/American Thoracic Society proposed the interstitial pneumonia with autoimmune features (IPAF) criteria which represents the effort of pulmonologists to classify patients that may remain clinically undefined [1]. The analysis of these criteria shows that IPAF, similarly to pulmonary arterial hypertension classification [2], may cluster conditions referring to a wide spectrum of rheumatic conditions such as systemic sclerosis, myositis, rheumatoid arthritis and overlap syndromes. These diseases are characterised by highly different characteristics, evolution and therapeutic approaches. Furthermore, IPAF criteria have an intrinsically changing structure, related to the regular update of existing CTD classification criteria and to the even more common identification of new biomarkers in CTDs. By far the most important effect of these criteria is the identification of a grey zone of not well-defined rheumatology conditions, e.g. anti-synthetase syndrome (ASSD) [3]. In this issue of the European Respiratory Review, SAMBATARO et al. [4] address the need to identify specific clinical characteristics and potential areas of improvement in IPAF patients. The starting point of the review is interesting because of the exclusion of papers that included patients diagnosed with ASSD, because no ASSD established classification criteria still exist. The authors’ choice is related to the unique characteristics of ASSD, in which it is not unusual to observe the occurrence during follow-up of findings lacking at disease onset. [5]. However, as reported previously [6], in the case of anti-synthetase antibody positivity, the diagnostic scenario may vary with the same patient diagnosed with ASSD if referred to a rheumatologist, or IPAF if referred to a pulmonologist. In fact, a high prevalence of anti-synthetase...
antibody positivity is reported in the majority of papers evaluated by Sambataro et al. [4], thus confirming the fact that despite the presence of this antibody (identifying ASSD) patients may frequently end up being classified as having IPAF. However, some IPAF patients could not be tested for the entire spectrum of antibodies, probably due to the local unavailability of these tests, or because initial anti-Ro antibody positivity might have prompted the clinicians to evaluate further non-anti-Jo-1 myositis specific auto-antibodies. In fact, it is established that anti-Ro antibodies and anti-synthetase antibodies may co-occur in about 50% of cases, even when patients could be classified as IPAF [7]. Furthermore, we should also consider that if eight anti-synthetase antibodies have been identified to date, at least another 12 aminoacyl-tRNA synthetase enzymes exist, and that the entire spectrum of anti-synthetase antibodies is not covered by any of the existing commercially available tests. All these points clearly indicate the risk that anti-synthetase antibody positivity could be underestimated and that it could be clustered in IPAF.

This evidence clearly suggests that well-established and clinically based ASSD classification criteria are needed to reduce the risk of stratifying patients across specialties, in areas that may contribute to real-time incorrectly diagnosed primary disease. Recently, the CLASS (classification criteria of anti-synthetase syndrome) project has been funded by the American College of Rheumatology and the European League against Rheumatism. The aim of the project is to define clinically based criteria of ASSD involving a large number of rheumatology, pulmonology, dermatology, immunology and internal medicine centres expert in the management of rheumatoid arthritis, systemic sclerosis, Sjogren’s syndrome and other lung fibrosing conditions. From a scientific point of view, by putting together different specialists we hope to solve the daily discussions about “anti-synthetase antibody positive patient classification” that may delay the correct approach and treatment of affected patients.

Sambataro et al. [4] correctly suggest that rheumatologists and pulmonologists should share their experience to optimise the classification of patients affected with CTDs and ILD, as well as all autoimmune conditions potentially underlying an ILD. Furthermore, it is worth noting that IPAF classification criteria include ILD with antibodies such as anti-MDA5 and PM-Scl, but not anti-Ku and anti-Th-To. In this case, it is already widely accepted that anti-MDA5 antibodies are myositis-specific autoantibodies linked with the occurrence of a rapidly progressive ILD, deeply impacting patients’ survival (40–55% after 6 months) [3]. For this reason, the classification of this myositis subset in IPAF is a concern not only because this may be a selection bias in clinical trials but also because it may misguide the therapeutic approach. This area is further complicated by the fact that these patients cannot be classified as polymyositis or dermatomyositis because the new American College of Rheumatology/European League against Rheumatism classification criteria do not include anti-MDA5 antibodies thus pre-empting patients’ early classification. Furthermore, the new criteria require more than 6 months of disease duration before their application and they do not include ILD among the identified items [8]. In fact, in anti-MDA5 positive patients, early diagnosis is crucial as we cannot wait 6 months to classify them because they rapidly progress to lung failure. In a recent study the AENEAS (American and European Network of Antisynthetase Syndrome) collaborative group addressed this problem to define the clinical spectrum time-course of MDA-5 positive patients positive. Data collection is ongoing and the hope is to obtain data that will provide information useful to classify patients. Finally, it should be remembered that anti-Ku antibodies are markers of an overlap syndrome, generally with systemic sclerosis [9], whereas anti-Th-To antibodies are commonly identified in systemic sclerosis, even independently to the occurrence of a positive nailfold videocapillaroscopy. Together with some peculiar CTD findings, Sambataro et al. [4] correctly suggest these findings as reliable IPAF exclusion criteria. As another example, ANCA-positive patients presenting with an isolated ILD do not satisfy either the existing ANCA-associated vasculitis classification criteria or the IPAF criteria, but this condition surely refers to an autoimmune-mediated ILD. It will be debated as to whether to include these patients within IPAF, even if the clinical picture of these patients is at risk of progression in established ANCA vasculitis. In the future, this group of diseases wait to be more clearly defined by a multidisciplinary approach.

This editorial addresses a point to consider because it is clear that the diagnosis must be achieved very early in these patients to avoid potentially lethal lung disease progression. Moreover, the clash between the need for diagnosis and classification is an evident problem which has prompted pulmonologists to classify the ILD patients that are presently stratified by the rheumatologists in different areas of CTDs as IPAF. It is clear that physicians from the various specialties now need to work together to overcome these problems to improve our understanding about this galaxy of diseases and finally establish shared diagnostic and classification criteria. At present, IPAF criteria have a relevant role in the improvement of our knowledge of ILD in CTDs, and have played a central role in the approval of the CLASS project where the majority of the IPAF team is involved.

In this era, we must be aware that multidisciplinary expertise is necessary, in particular to face patients presenting to the intensive care unit for the first time [10], avoiding the risk of possible confusion with other established rheumatology conditions [11]. In particular, in the early oligo-symptomatic phase of
systemic sclerosis or myositis when the lung involvement is just starting, an incorrect classification could delay disease modifying treatment which may be deleterious in some highly aggressive subsets [12]. For this reason, this area requires shared expertise as soon as possible to achieve a correct and homogeneous patient diagnosis and classification, thus also reaching agreement on a tailored medical approach to avoid ILD progression.
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